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Greetings, It is I, Gabriel. 
I am here to lead you in this centering meditation.   
 

Understand, Beloveds, we are all gathered in this beautiful expression of our Divinity as 
a Collective Consciousness.  There is no separation within our consciousness. 
 

So, if you will take a deep breath now  
and breathe in the Light that you are….. 
exhale that Light into all realms of creation….. 
breathing in and exhaling Love that has no boundaries or limitations….. 
 

Let us begin this centering process  
 fully acknowledging a full activation of your Merkaba field at 100% Light. 
Notice the Radiance that is streaming forth from inside out of this vehicle….. 
The Light frequencies that you carry within your individual expression  
 are quite extensive….. 
 

So as you navigate through this Gathering, 
 do so in full awareness, full consciousness of yourself as Light….. 
 

Direct your attention to the Arc of the Covenant 
 and notice the electrical charges that emanate from your 4th Triad into the Arc, 
 stimulating it, activating it into a very active halo of Light. 
It’s a golden halo of Christ Consciousness. 
It’s a very active energetic field that emanates from the very core of you, 
 from your Sacred Heart….. 
 

Notice how the Seed Crystals within the head region of your body are being charged 
 in this field of Light 
where the electrical & the magnetic sources are available  
 from the Source of your Being. 
The Seed Crystals are humming and vibrating at a very refined vibration….. 
 

They are further stimulated by the energies, the electrical charges  
 that emanate from the Magenta Color Codes 
 that are now very active in your body. 
 

The Pineal is resonating with this Color Code 
 and it is a brilliant, brilliant, vibrant Blue/Purple hue – luminous….. 
A Color that you have not ever seen with your physical eyes. 
 It is much more than you have ever perceived previously. 
 And that flame burns brilliantly in that Color. 
It is matched only by the flame in your Sacred Heart. 
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You are flooded with an increased consciousness  
 of the Divine Presence of the Holy Spirit Shekinah. 
 

All parts of you are in complete coherent harmony: 
 your physical body… 
 your mind… 
 and your spiritual body… 
In a unified expression of yourself as that Holy Divine Spirit…..  [Pause] 
 
 
Now, take a deep breath, 
Do not leave this state of consciousness…. 
 

Begin to direct your attention to this call. 
 
 
 
 
  
 


